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Abstract� Direct Volume Rendering is a popular technique for visu�
alization of �D datasets that o�ers many advantages over other algo�
rithms but requires important computing power	 E
cient parallelization
is therefore an essential need	 Taking advantage of an existing LAN in�
stead of using a dedicated parallel architecture can be a cost�e�ective
solution	 However this requires special attention in algorithm design to
the speci�c aspects of a LAN as a parallel computing system �long la�
tency� slow throughput�	 Besides� due to their large volume �up to �GB��
�D datasets as those produced by modern medical scanners can not be
made entirely resident into main memory	 We present in this paper the
study of an algorithm for direct volume rendering of large images on
a local network of workstations which does not assume the presence of
the whole dataset in main memory	 A method for handling large dis�
tributed �D image datasets is proposed and three parallelization strate�
gies are compared based on communication performance measurements
of a LAN	

� Introduction

Algorithms for three dimensional scienti�c image rendering are numerous �SFF�
CB��� Elv���� Among them� direct volume rendering has grown in popularity
as an image rendering technique over the last few years� The advantages of this
method over surface based techniques are well known �Lev		� 
 elimination of
the preprocessing stage needed to extract surfaces from the data� generation of
realistic high�quality images� improved display of weak or fuzzy surfaces that
are di�cult to classify� semi�transparent visualization of successive layers in the
object� The cost of these features is the need to traverse the whole dataset each
time an image is rendered� which makes volume rendering a computationally
expensive process� Therefore� important eorts have been made towards special�
ized architectures �KB		� SFF� in order to accelerate rendering by using paral�
lelization and ad hoc hardware� Several attempts at parallelizing algorithms on
multiprocessor machines have also been made �NL��� Cha��� SS��� SGL�� An

Worstations und ihre Anwendungen� Proceedings of the SIWORK�� Workshop�
Clemens Cap� VDF� Z�urich� May ����� ����� pp �������



alternative to this approach consists in taking advantage of the characteristics
of a local area network �LAN�� This was considered by Giertsen and Petersen
in �GP��� though they did not actually use a direct volume rendering algorithm�

Issues in designing a parallel volume rendering algorithm for a LAN�based
parallel machine are very dierent due to the much lower bandwidth of such a
system� Furthermore dealing with large datasets such as those produced by �D
medical scanning systems requires speci�c attention to memory management if
one considers that the whole image cannot entirely �t in main memory� Common
medical scanners resolution is today of ����x���� pixels for each slice� angiogra�
phy examinations can produce ����x���� pixels shots at a rate of �� to �� frames
per second �remember that a high resolution ����x����x���� voxels 	 bit�voxel
scan represents �GB of data�� Therefore we propose in this paper a preliminary
study of the implementation of a parallel direct volume rendering algorithm for
large images striped on a network of workstations 
 we evaluated the commu�
nication performance of a network of workstations �latency and throughput�
and used the measured parameters in a simple model to determine the com�
munication requirements of three dierent parallelization strategies� Section �
describes the computing environment and the general algorithm design �use of a
partitioned �D data volume and direct volume rendering algorithm�� Section �
focuses on a model estimating the compared communication performance of pos�
sible parallelization strategies�

� Computing Environment and Algorithm Design

We consider here an ordinary LAN composed of general�purpose workstations�
We make no assumptions about the network technology �Ethernet� FDDI�� � ��
since additional software such as PVM provides insulation from these lower level
layers� Thus the computational model is a master�slave model using message
passing between master and slaves 
 the master distributes the elementary jobs
to the slaves that actually do the computation work and return the result to the
master� Memory is physically distributed between the slaves� there is no shared
memory�

��� Improving Storage and Access to Large Images

As shown by Hersch in �Her��� access times and overall retrieving time of �D
images can be greatly improved by partitioning the images into sub�tiles of
appropriate size and retrieving those tiles� also called extents� in parallel� This is
particularly e�cient if the extents are well distributed among the storage nodes�
This is still true for �D images and we will adopt such a storage�retrieval scheme
for the original �D dataset �Fig����

��� Parallel Direct Volume Rendering

Our algorithm is based on the classical volume rendering algorithm described
by Levoy in �Lev��� and illustrated in Fig��� Volume rendering is an imaging
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Fig� �� A �D Dataset Divided Into Extents

technique for creating �D views out of a �D volume� Unlike other techniques that
try to �t geometric primitives to the objects in the volume� volume rendering
uses a direct ray casting approach through the �D volume�

As a preliminary step an opacity value is computed for each voxel of the
�D data which determines the parts that will be visible through the rendering�
Shading is also performed based on view and lighting information at each voxel�
These two operations can be considered as a preprocessing stage and we are not
concerned about them� The actual rendering is done using ray casting� which
allows compositing of color and opacity values of the voxels in the �D volume
for each pixel of the image� It consists in casting a discrete ray from each pixel
of the viewing grid towards the �D data� Color and opacity values of the voxels
of the �D dataset that the discrete ray encounters along the ray are composited
in the sense of �PD	�� according to the following transparency formulas 


Cout �
�inCin � � ��� �in�C

�out
and �out � �in � � ��� �in�

where Cin� �in� Cout and �out are the colors and opacities of the ray as it enters
and exits the visited voxel and C and � are the color and opacity value of the
visited voxel�

Let us consider a �D volume data divided into extents as explained in Sec�����
At ray traversal time each ray traverses several extents of �D data� These extents
are stored on the disks attached to dierent computation nodes�

Parallelization occurs at the ray level� All the relevant information to the
computation of a ray �current visited voxel in the �D dataset� current value of
accumulated color and opacity�� � �� is stored in what we call ray data packet� For
each ray �ie for each pixel of the �nal image� a ray data packet is created by the
master and handed to the slave that stores the �rst extent of the �D volume hit
by the ray� The slave moves the ray data packet through the extent updating
its values at each traversed voxel� When the ray data packet reaches an extent
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boundary� it is transferred to the slave storing the adjacent extent� After the last
extent has been traversed� the ray data packet is returned to the master�

Since we are working in an environment that provides very slow communi�
cations� one of our major concerns is to reduce both the number and the size of
data transfers between the computing nodes� We consider three parallelization
strategies�

Algorithm with Partial Accumulation and Ray Transfers A �rst solu�
tion is to leave the extent distribution between the nodes unchanged� Each node
is given the calculation of a ray as a job� When during ray traversal an extent
that is not stored locally is entered� the slave node sends the ray data packet to
the node that stores that extent� Since ray data packets are small �	 to �� bytes�
this appears as a good solution for minimizing the global communications vol�
ume� However the number of individual communication operations is large since
ray data packets are transfered several times during traversal of each ray�

Algorithm with Partial Accumulation and Transfer of Sets Of Rays

The previous solution is simple to implement but requires a large number of in�
dividual communication operations� Instead of transfering ray data packets one
by one when needed� an alternative is to group ray data packets that should
be sent to the same node together and send them in a single communication
operation� Rays leave a traversed extent through at most three sides� They can
therefore be grouped into three sets and be transferred in only three communi�
cation operations�

Algorithm with Preliminary Extent Shu�e The previous algorithms are
not optimal in respect to the number of communications� In order to ensure that
the calculation for a ray can be entirely carried on the same node without the
need for data transfers �either extents or ray data packets� during ray traver�
sal� an alternate solution is to perform a preliminary extent shu�e between all



nodes depending on the view direction� This concept is similar to shear�warp
algorithms �LL��� COF��� where data is appropriately realigned before actual
ray�casting� Unlike the previous algorithm this one requires transfer of large
quantities of data but this step is done once for each rendering operation and
requires only a small number of individual communication operations�

��� Data Flow

We give here a summary of the data �ow occuring in these algorithms� Volume
data rendering consists of the following steps 


� the master sends a set of rays �a single ray in the �rst algorithm� to a slave
� the slave reads the extent traversed by the set of rays from the disk
� the slave proceeds with the calculation of the rays in the ray data packet as
they traverse the data extent

� the slave groups all the rays that entered the extent in three sets for the
three sides through which the rays leave the extent

� the slave sends to the appropriate nodes the ray data packet sets�

Note� Of course the last two steps do not apply for the third algorithm where
ray data packet transfers between the slaves do not happen�

Reading from disks� data transfers and computation can all be pipelined
if one considers the system as a whole 
 some workstations may communicate
while the others are accessing data on disks or computing� The pipelining of
communication and data transfers on an individual workstation depends on the
quality of the communication hardware� Some communication hardware per�
forms the packetization of messages and thus allows simultaneous computation
and communication on a single workstation� Regardless of the possible degree
of pipelining it is still important to know the ratio between computation and
communication�

� Performance Issues

��� Communication Performance of FDDI and Ethernet LANs

In order to have a realistic estimation of the communication cost of each al�
gorithm we �rst ran a series of tests on a local network to determine actual
latency and throughput values in an experimental setup� Measures were carried
on a ���Mb�s FDDI network of DEC Alpha workstations running a parallel
program using the PVM communication library� Figure � shows the delay �ie�
the elapsed time between the emission of a message and the end of the recep�
tion of the acknowledgment message from the recipient� against the size of the
messages exchanged between two processes� The slope of the linearization of
the experimental curve represents the throughput and the extrapolated delay
for a message size of zero represents the network latency �ie the elapsed time
between a transfer request by the user and the actual emission of the �rst byte��
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Fig� �� Latency and Throughput of a PVM Link on DEC Alpha Workstations con�
nected by a FDDI network

We denote � this average latency time on the network� � represents the average
sustained throughput on the network once the communication was established�
In the case studied� the values for the latency and the throughput are � � � ms
and � � � MB�s� Better results for the throughput are certainly possible using
dierent parameters and more favorable load conditions but these are the values
obtained under real�world conditions on a network shared among several appli�
cations and we assume for the calculations below that the eective throughput
is limited to � � � MB�s� For comparison purposes we also made the same
measurements using the same methodology on a very lightly loaded Ethernet
network� The following values were obtained 
 � � �ms and � � ���KB�s� The
lower values of these two parameters for an Ethernet network allow us to analyze
their respective eects on the proposed parallelization strategies�

��� Performance Estimation of the Proposed Algorithms

In order to determine which of the three algorithms provides better performance
we give here a rough estimate of the communications cost of all three algorithms
as well as an estimate of their computation times for reference�

Cost of Ray Data Packet Transfers Let NR be the number of rays to cast
�this is equal to the number of pixels in the �nal image�� Let lR be the average
number of extents of the �D dataset crossed by one ray� Each ray requires the
transfer of lR ray data packets on the average� Assuming a volume of a � b� c
voxels divided into A�B �C extents� lR is of the order of A� B or C� The cost



of each transfer is estimated to be �� SR

�
where SR is the size in bytes of the ray

data packet� Global communication time for all rays is then estimated to be 


ttransfer � NR lR

�
� �

SR
�

�

Cost of Transfer of Ray Data Packet Sets Let EX� EY� EZ be the width�
height and depth in pixels of the extents� The number of rays that cross an
extent is of the order of �

�
�EXEY � EXEZ � EYEZ� which is the mean value of

the extremum values that can be obtained for speci�c view directions 
 EXEY�
EXEZ and EYEZ are the number of rays that cross an extent when viewing
respectively along the Z� Y and X direction� EXEY � EXEZ � EYEZ is the
number of rays that cross an extent when viewing along a direction at ��o from
the three main axes� In the most general case these rays leave the extent through
one of three possible sides� The ray data packets can thus be grouped in three
separate sets of size �

�
�EXEY � EXEZ � EYEZ�SR and be transmitted with a

single communication operation for each� To simplify we consider cubic extents
such as E � EX � EY � EZ� The total communication cost is in this case 


ttransferSet �
� NR lR
E�

�
� �

E�SR
��

�

Cost of Preliminary Extent Shu�e Let NE be the total number of extents
in the �D dataset and SE be the size in bytes of one extent� If S is the number
of storage nodes and the extents are regularly distributed among the nodes and
within the dataset then we can consider that on the average only a fraction�
�� �

S

�
of the total number of extents needs to be moved from one node to

another� Furthermore it has been reported that in typical classi�ed volumes ��
to ��� of the voxels are transparent �LL���� we estimate the ratio of completely
transparent extents to be around ���� These extents do naturally not need to
be transferred� Therefore the total communication time for the extent shu�e
can be estimated to be 


tshu�e �
�

�
NE

�
��

�

S

� �
� �

SE
�

�

Computationand Disk ReadingTimes Let �comp be the computation through�
put� The number of traversed extents is of the order of �

�
NRlRE and the average

computation time is then given by 


tcomp �
� NR lR E

� �comp

Disk reading times depend on the chosen parallelization strategy� For exam�
ple� in the case of the algorithm using transfers of ray data packets sets� the
total disk reading time is 


tdisk �
� NR lR
� E�

�
�disk �

SE
�disk

�



��� Summary of Numerical Results

We give here numerical results for dierent values of the parameters� We consider
two �D dataset sizes of ���� voxels ���	MB� or ����� voxels ��GB� divided
into extents of dimensions ��� voxels ���KB� or into extents of dimensions ���

voxels ����KB�� The �nal image is always ���� pixels� Parallelization is done
on � workstations� Ray data packet size is 	 bytes� Computation throughput is
estimated at �MB�s for each machine� This is based on �LL��� considering also
opacity and shading computation times�

Dataset Extent FDDI Ethernet Comput	
Size Size ttrans ttrSet tshuf ttrans ttrSet tshuf Time�

���� E��� ���� s ���� s �� s ���� s �� s �� s � s

E��� ���� s ��� s ���� s ���� s �� s �� s � s

����� E��� ����� s ���� s ��� s ���� s �� s ��� s �� s

E��� ���� s ��� s �� s ���� s �� s ��� s �� s

�per workstation

From this table we can see that the two network parameters � and � have
dierent in�uences on the three algorithms 
 the �rst one requires an important
number of communication operations and thus behaves better on the Ethernet
network as latency � is smaller� On the opposite� the algorithm using extent
shu�e is more sensitive to the network throughput and thus achieves better
performance on a FDDI network� The second algorithm which is a compromise
solution is more e�cient on a fast network but shows less performance degrada�
tion on a slow Ethernet network than the extent shu�e algorithm� The second
parallelization strategy which provides the better balance between global com�
munication volume and number of individual communication operations gets the
better results in most cases� the only exception being on a FDDI network with a
relatively small image and small extents� This shows that the extent size is also
an important parameter and must be chosen carefully� ��� voxels seems to be an
optimum size as bigger extent sizes would reduce parallelization granularity and
lessen the eect of some optimizations �for instance the ratio of empty extents
would become much smaller�� It can be noticed also that the algorithm using
extent shu�e scales poorly in the case of big datasets from which relatively small
images are extracted� This can be explained by the fact we considered brute force
shu�e of all extents �except the empty ones� in all cases� Naturally one should
try to shu�e only those extents that are actually traversed by the rays�

The product �� represents the number of bytes that could be transmitted
at rate � during the latency time �� This is an important parameter in the
choice of an algorithm over the others 
 the bigger it is and the more favorable
becomes the algorithm using extent shu�e because it minimizes the number of
communication operations�

� � ��

FDDI � MB�s � ms � KB

Ethernet ��� KB�s � ms ��� Bytes



For reference� measurements have reported a throughput of � MB�s with a
�� ms latency for usual hard disk drives� this results in an eective throughput
of ��� MB�s when reading ��� KB blocks from the disk� We give here a short
summary of the costs of the dierent operations along the data �ow for the
rendering of a ����� voxels set divided into ��� voxels extents using the second
parallelization strategy on a FDDI network� This table distinguishes between raw
throughput which is the hardware theoretical throughput� measured throughput
�� � which is the experimentally measured �or expected� throughput and e�ective
throughput which takes into account the size of read�transmitted data blocks
and the latency�

Latency Throughput Time

� Raw Measured ��� E�ective t

Disk Reading� �� ms � MB�s � MB�s �	� MB�s �	� s

Computation� � � � MB�s � MB�s �	� s

Data Transfer � ms �� MB�s � MB�s �	� MB�s �	� s
�per workstation

We can see that when running on � workstations� disk access and computa�
tion times are of the same order as communication costs� Therefore� assuming
adequate pipelining of communication and computation we can hope to get an
optimum speedup using � processors to parallelize digital volume rendering� Re�
ducing the computation time by adding more processors would only improve
marginally the overall execution time as the communication costs remains �xed�
In addition these �gures show that communication times are hidden by compu�
tation times in the pipeline� so duplicating the �D dataset on each computation
node would bring no bene�t� This is particularly interesting since we deal with
large �D volumes�

� Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that volume rendering of large images on a net�
work of workstations requires speci�c algorithm design� We propose a method
to handle large �D image datasets that cannot entirely �t into memory� We also
propose three parallelization strategies and a simple model to estimate their in�
dividual communication costs� With this model and communication performance
measurements made on a FDDI network of DEC workstations we have shown
that in this case minimizing the total number of communication operations is
much more e�cient than minimizing the global volume of transferred data� A
good balance between these two parameters is necessary and we presented an
algorithm that satis�es this requirement� Estimation of computation times let us
expect good parallelization on a small number of workstations �� to 	�� Our study
also shows that duplicating the �D dataset is useless and brings no improvement
on the global time required for the rendering� Future research directions include
optimized extent shu�e where only traversed extents would be shu�ed which
requires preliminary knowledge of the depth that rays are expected to traverse
through the volume in the case where early termination is considered�
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